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DINGEWOOD MOLDING
DINGEWOOD MOLDINGS are known for their killer look and cutting edge style.
For generations our craftsmen have been working to bring our customers the finest quality, most beautiful wood
moldings. Our wood moldings provide warmth and beauty to your home. Our hope is that you´ll find the right style
to compliment whatever DINGEWOOD design you choose to create for your home. As you find the
proper moldings for your home, you can customize the product by selecting your choice of wood species, distressed
wood and pre-finishing options.
We specialize in serving the needs of building products distributors, millwork and cabinet manufacturers, flooring
distributors, architects and designers, custom cabinet makers and fixture manufacturers. As both a wholesaler and
manufacturer, DINGEWOOD is one of the largest producers of specialty moldings.
Our highly integrated production process affords us the ability to price our moldings competitively while delivering
the highest quality moldings and services in the market. In addition to our collection of architecture-grade moldings,
we have access to an extensive inventory of more than 100 different species of domestic and exotic lumber through
our affiliated lumber yards.
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PREFABRICATED MOLDINGS
DINGEWOOD MOLDINGS are known for their pristine
construction and flexibility of design. Moldings are
constructed in state of the art facility and can be
shipped throughout the nation.
Moldings are available in a variety of hardwood
species, including:







Alder
Knotty Alder
Cherry
Pine
Poplar
Birch

All doors are finished with earth friendly products and
can be shipped anywhere in the country.
Each door requires minimal prep work upon delivery.
Our high standards ensure complete client satisfaction.
MOLDING
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MOLDING
MOLDING PG 1:2

TRADITIONAL CASE & BASE

CUSTOM CASE & BASE
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MOLDING AVAILABLE PROFILES
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MOLDING
MOLDING PG 2:2

CROWN, HEADER, & PINTHS

MOLDING

CROWN, HEADER, & PINTH AVAILABLE PROFILES

CROWN
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MOLDING COLORS & SPECIES

Style: ATLANTIC
Species: ALDER

Style: SUMMIT
Species: KNOTTY ALDER

Style: GREIGE
Species: POPLAR

Style: ATLANTIC
Species: PONDEROSA PINE

Style: SUMMIT, WHITE WASH
Species: KNOTTY ALDER
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Style: SANDSTONE, WHITE WASH
Species: POPLAR

Style: SUMMIT
Species: KNOTTY ALDER

Style: FAWN
Species: ARO CEDAR

Style: MOONLIGHT
Species: BLUE PINE

Style: BEACH
Species: BEECH

Style: STORM
Species: BIRCH

Style: FAWN, WHITE WASH Style: GRANITE
Species: ARO CEDAR
Species: WHITE PINE

Style: ALMOND
Species: ALDER
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DINGEWOOD
PH: 801. 427. 4450
EMAIL: Sales.Dingewood@gmail.com
MAILING: 1343 S 1110 W, Orem UT 84058
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